the dynamical structure factors S(q.u;) within the viscoelastic approximation. We show that the characteristic features of the static structure factors as obtained from Molecular Dynamics simulation are reproduced within the present framework and that essentially, the general features of S(q.u;) at the melting points are still preserved in the undercooled region.
Introduction
The study of t.Tic: static: and dynamical structure of liquid metals has attracted t.Tic: attent.ioii of a. considerable mnnlxT of researchers over a. large; period of lime [1, 2, 3] , this has resulted in considerable advancement, in bot.li t.Tic: t.lieor<;tical and experimental methods required for such inv<;st.igations. From the; experimental side. technological advancement has made it possible to study liquid metallic systems under conditions of high temperature and pressure especially for expanded systems [-1] . The undercooled region has not been studied that much although its study could offer more insight into the mechanism of metallic glass formation.
From the theoretical perspective, static structure factors have been studied with increasingly elegant techniques of liquid slate theory such a.s computer simulation [5, 6] , integral equations [7. 8] and perturbation calculations [9] . The main result has been that with improvement, in the level of sophistication involved in the theory, the methods tend t.o give excellent, results for static structure. The major limitation has always been how well the pseuelopotenlial used describes electron-ion interaction via. the pair potential for the system being studied.
In quite recent times. Lai and coworkers [5, 6] have made various attempts using molecular dynamics (Ml)) and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations to study the undercooled region for liquid Na and K using pair potentials obtained from the generalized non local pseudopotential of Li et al. [10] . Part of their achievement is that from the calculations, they obtained a recipe for determining the variation of atomic volume Q. with temperature one notes that, ii is always a. key ingredient for calculating reliable; interatomic potentials.
Motivated by the availability of il vs T curves for liquid K in the undercooled region [6] and also very recently, da.t.a on the dynamical structure; factors ofK [11, 12] . we present in this paper, preliminary results for the static structure; fae:tor S(q) and the dynamical structure; fae:tor S(q,u;) for K in the; undercooled re;gion.
The static structural properties S(q) and pair distribution function g(r) used in the present calculations are obtained from the solution to the 11MSA integral equation of Zerah and Ilansen [13] using the same generalized non local model potential (CJNMP) used in the calculations of Lai et al. [6] . This makes it possible for us to make direct comparison between results for static properties from IIMSA and those from computer simulations.
The main aim of this pa.pe;r is thus t.o pre;sent theore;tie;a.l re;snlts for liquid dynamics of nnele;re;oe)le;d K from hydrodynamics ove;r viscoelastie: to fre;e; particle; motion.
The pre;sent paper is organized a.s follows. Tn se;ction 2, we; present the relevant formulae required for the pre;sent calculations. Tn see:tion 3, we discuss the; re;snlts of the; e:ompute;d values of the; static and dynamical structure; factors as well as the; longitudinal current fluctuations. We end the paper with a brief summary of our conclusions.
Theory

Pair Potentials
(.liven a system of particles in a volume Q and at a given density p= N/fi assumed to be interacting via. a pairvvise potential <p(r) . the; pair potential is construe:te;d using the GNMPof Li et al. [10] as (1) •- JO where F_;y(q) is the Tioririalix<;(l energy wave mnnlxT cha.ra.cleri sties, Z^fj = Z* -p^ , Z being the valence and p,-i, the depletion charge. The calculation of r,v(q) involves a local field factor and for this, we use the lchimaru Utsumi [1-1] form.
Integral Equation theory
The pair distribution function g(r) used in t.Tic: present, calculations arc oblained from that proposed by Zerali am] Han sen [13] a.s an extension of the Rogers-Young approximation [15] This closure called the 11MSA was solved using the Newton -Raphson numerical algorithm designed by Cillan and Abernety [16, 17] using a mesh with 2019 points and a grid size Ar = 0.025a , a = 2
.3 Dynamical structure factor from viscoelastic approximation Tn l.lie vis<:o<;laslic. approximation, l.lie dynamical struclure factors S(q, it?) is giv<;n by l.lie exprcNsion [18] where
and r(q) is a relaxation time, given in l.he approximation of Lovesey [19] by
p is the thermal velocity and M is the mass of the ions. 3sinq<r 6 cos qa fisinQtrl ,..
is the Einstein frequency and is given by with a being the value of r at which gfr) is maximum. From the dynamic structure factor, we calculated the longitudinal current correlation function Ji(q,io) through the equation 3 Results and discussions
Static structure factor S(q)
Using the 11MSA integral equations presented in section 2.2, we investigated the variation of S(q) with temperature for 5 values of temperature varying from 343K (the melting point of K) and quite close to the 3-10K at which experimental results for dynamic properties are available [11, 12] and 75K which was about the lowest temperature at which we could obtain thermodynamic self-consistency (TSC) within our integral equation closure. Tlie atomic volume a.j. 343 K was lakcn from [20] while; those for other temperatures ar<; l.aken from t.Tic: CKJ.imaU;s by Lai <;t. al. [6] ba.H<;d on tli<;ir ML) Hiiinilations.
Wil.li r<;gards l.o 1. 1K; technical details of 1. 1K; Kolul.ion to 1. 1K; HMSA, we observe that with a <]<;crea.K<; in temperature and al.omic volume, l.he conKisUmcy paramel.<;r f. v becomeK more difficult from the point, of view of compntalional l.im<; to obtain, very close to what could only be some sort of glass transition temperature. This behaviour is similar to that obtained using the modified hypernetted chain closure (M11JNC) [21] at temperatures very close to the freezing points for dense fluids. Moreover, the calculations had to be terminated at a temperature of 75K because for temperatures a little below this value, the calculations tend to the SMSA (i.e. the a=0) limit of the 11MSA. which is definitely not thermodynamically Hell-consistent.
From our results for liquid K at the melting point, which is given in Fig. 1 , we observe l.hal. l.he HMSA coupled with pair potentials calculated from the GNMP gives a very good description of S(q) for liquid K. Apart from a. slight overestimation of l.he first peak height, the oscillations in S(q) are well duplicated by our calculations. This deduction, coupled with previous calculations in [7] for liquid potassium at temperatures higher than the melting point, gives us enough confidence to proceed with the calculations for lower temperatures, in this paper, the experimental values of S(q) at melting point ( fig. 1 ) have been taken from [22] .
As t.o the; temperature dependence; of g(r) in t.Tic: nnde;re:oe>le;d region, there are; no experimental data, available; to corn pan; with, however we observe that the general effect, of a reduction in temperature such as a flattening of the second maxima in g(r) with temperature and enhanced oscillations at large r are reasonably well indicated by our calculations in agreement with computer simulation [6] . However, as a result of not getting TSC at temperatures low enough, our calculations do not show very distinctly the development of a twin peak structure which Lai et al. [6] obtained at a temperature of 66K for nn<lercooled potassium using computer simulation. A perusal of our calculated g(r) at 75K in Fig. 2 , shows features for t.he second maximum which are at. variance with l.hose for higher t.emperat.ure and could be the precursor of the splitting. We also ilhist.rat.e; in Fig. 3 , the resulting S(q) for the Name temperatures for which g(r) curves are presented. One observes a. rapid enhancement, in t.he peak heights due t.o increased correlations and a narrowing of the first peak in S(q) with decrease in temperatures. However, the enhancement in the heights of the other peaks are not as significant as that which is obtained with the first one.
Using the static structure obtained from the 11MSA integral equations with a large degree of confidence, we then proceeded to compute the dynamical structure factors.
Dynamical structure factors S(q,o;)
Tn order to calculate the dynamical properties, we proceed in our calculations as follows. Using t.he S(q) and g(r) obtained from t.he FTMSA. we obl.ain a (in eqn. (7)) as the value of r for which g(r) is a maximum. The Einst.ein frequency L^E is obt.ained from eqn. (S) using the second derivative of the pair potential obtained in eqn. (1) . The calculations were done in a fully consistent way in the sense that all parameters are obtained from the same C.LNMP potential and there is no fitting of any form. The implications of this is that one expects the results to be as good as how well,the C.LNMP models the interionic interactions within the systems. One might note that the potential is one which incorporates higher (i.e. more; than second order pseudopotenl.ial perturbation corrections). A table; of t.he re;le;vant. parameters use;d for the; pre;sent. e:ale:nlations is given in Table 1 .
We Htart by e:omparing our resull.s for the; dispersion e:nrve;s at 343K with the; limited experimental da.t.a give;n in [11, 12] . The; resull.s are prese;nteel in Fig. 4 . A pe;rnsa.l of t.he e:nrve;s shows that the; agreement, bet.ween our e:ale:nlated resull.s (wil.hont any fit.) an el t.he experimental results are quite good. In order to get additional experimental points in the diagram, what we did was to use the value of u-7; given in the papers and experimental values of S(q) to obtain the dispersion curves within viscoelastic theory. The dispersion curves obtained using this technique gave values which were in excellent agreement with experiments. The same procedure was used to obtain S(q.u;) which we compared with our e:ale:nlations for various vahie;s e>f q (be;twe;e;n 0.5 an el 2.5 A~1) as indicated in t.he graph N in fig. 5 .
Fremi a. e;omparise)n of experiment an el t.heory, it. is quite cle;ar t.hat. our e:ale:nlated re;snlts ce)mpare; reasonably we;ll with e;xpe;riment.s. The gene;ral features e>f t.he dynamie; strue;l.ure; fae:t.e)r are; quite similar to what, is e>bse;rve;d e;xpe;rimenl.ally for Cs [23] an el Rb [24] which is, that the;re are ce)lle;ctive; exe:it.ations in liquid K at the; me;lting pe)int for e.| < 1.6A" 1 . The peak disappears at about q = 1.6 A' 1 but reappears at q = 2.0 A" 1 with a shoulder. This effect could be related to the possible existence of a dispersion gap in the range 1.6 A" 1 < q < 2.0 A" 1 .
TTI order t.o study OK; e;f['e;d. of a. reehie:lie>n in temperature on S(e.|.it?) e>ve;r a large; range of <. | and u;, w<; prese;nt in Fig. 6 , a. three e]ime;nsie)na.l plot, of the dynamical strue;t.ure; factor at melting point (343K) and that for undercooled potassium at 75K.
We make the following observations from the figures. At this point, one should note that there are no significant deviations for the trend presented below in our calculations during the gradual reduction in temperature from 313K to 75K.
Firstly, we observe that S(q.u;=0) has a temperature dependence of the peak heights ill at. could e;asily be rela.led to the variation in llie pea.k heiglit of S(e.|). In acldilion w<; note thai for all temperatures inve;sligatee], our caiculalioiiN indicates that the; posilion of llie first, diffraction peaks (vvliieli occurs lypica.lly e;lose; to <. | = 2.0 A~l in llie spee;lriim of S(<.|.it?) narrows e;onsie]e;ra.bly, ihis effect, is the well-known <]<; Gennes narrowing [26] . An obvious point, is that there e.xisls propagaling collective; exe;ilations in liquid K <;ven in the undercooled region, this is evidenced by peaks in Sfq,^1) both in planes of constant q and those of constant u>. Lastly, the calculations indicate that within a certain range e.g. from 2.25 < q < 3.5A" 1 A . Sfq,^1) is structureless. For more sophisticated calculations using mode coupling theory, this effect lends credence to the use of two relaxation time memory functions for dense fluids [25] . Our calculations indica.le that in general, apart from enlia.nce;me;nts in pea.k heights, lliere are no major strue;lura.l changes in elyna.mie;a.l strue;lure; that occurs in la.king pot.a.s-KHITTI from ils rnelling point t.o temperatures quite low within llie nndercooled region.
Longitudinal current correlation function Ji(q,uj)
The last quantity we investigated was the longitudinal current correlation function J/(q.u;). Firstly, we present in fig. - lb. the dispersion relation ^(q) obtained from the maximum of •\i (q,Lo) . it is observed to show the following interesting features.
With a decrease in temperature , the first peak in ^(q) shows an increase which apart from magnitude is typical of the effect of reduced temperature on S(q) in the low q region. Secondly, it? m (e.|) ha.s a. plionon like mode for small q, a. peak at inlermediate e.| values and a. local minimum at. llie posilion corresponding to llie loca.lion of llie maximum in S(e.|), in acldilion. one observes t.lia.l the; low<;sl first minima, occurs for llie lowest temperature Fnrlliermore. one nol<;s ill at. for large; e.| va.lne;s. ill ere is an increase in it? m (q) which is proportional t.o vT and obviously com<;s from the; dependence; of'i<; o (q) on yT via llie thermal velocity Vi/,,.
We present in Fig. 7 fa k b) . three dimensional plots of •\i(q,io) as functions of u; and q for liquid potassium at melting point and at T= 75 K for the undercooled liquid.
From a perusal of the two figures, we observe that •\i(q,io) has a maximum at a certain frequency as determined from eqn. f9). its essential features at the melting point is that at. low energies, there is a. slia.rp sound peak split, by electronic effecls. At. higher energies, llie two sub peaks are observed t.o merge; gra.elua.lly into a. broader pe;ak ill at. shifls to sma.lle;r wave; numbers an el me;e;ts llie se)und wave; peaks at. llie highest [ree.|iie;ne;ies.
We ne)te that the; le)ngiluelina.l e;nrre;nt e:orrelalie)n functions, ha.s more; e:liange;s in ils strue;lura.l lea.lure; than wlia.l obtains for llie elyna.mie;a.l strue;lure;. In pa.rtienila.r, e)ne observes t.lia.l with ine:re;ase in temperature , lliere; is a. gra.elua.l e:liange; in gre>ss lea.t.ure;s such that for the lowest value of temperature at which our calculations were performed ffig. 7b). one observes that the sound peaks have drifted a little to higher frequencies, their magnitudes are also reduced by a factor of 2. Moreover one also observes what looks like a. reduction in t.Tic: exte;nt of the; sound peaks.
Conclusion
Tn the; pre;sent paper, we have; preseml.ee] preliminary results (due to t.Tie liniite;d validity of the; visce>elasl.ie: approxirnalion) for the static and dyiiarnical properties of nndercooled liquid pe)tassinm. A summary of our main deductions are as follows. "I. With decreasing temperature, there is a pronounced enIm.ncement in the magnitude of the pea.ks of S(q). this effect is more significant for the first peaks than subsequent ones.
2. There exist collective excitations in liquid K even in the undercooled region where they are more pronounced.
3. A reduction in temperature; has a. more; noticeable; e;flect on the longitudinal current e;orrelations than what is obtaine;d for dynamical sl.rue:ture; fae;tors.
•1. As for S(q,u,'). the gross features at the melting point are still preserved in the nnde;re:oe)le;d region. 
